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Introduction

Methods
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Site selection for spacecraft missions—for landing, exploration, or targeted imagery—
is a challenging, time-consuming task. Sites must be chosen to fulfill mission-specific
scientific goals and engineering constraints, based on a wide array of data types
and covering broad geographic areas. As our knowledge of other planetary bodies
grows, the site selection process will only become more complex and costly. There
is also a growing potential that sites could be overlooked when their value is nonintuitive or is only apparent when interpreting particular combinations of datasets.

Our site selection approach is based on computer-aided discovery[1]. We keep humans
in the loop, relying on expert input to rank and weight the selection criteria. We aim
to produce a short list of high-value sites as our final output, aiding in the “pruning”
of the search space while leaving the evaluation of difficult-to-quantify factors and the
critical final selection to the teams of experts associated with the mission.

Although the demonstration shown here is for a mission to the Moon, this
approach is much more broadly applicable, and could be applied seamlessly to
site searches for other terrestrial bodies such as Mars or Jovian and Saturnian
satellites. The addition of better illumination modeling would enable these
same tools to be used for more irregularly-shaped bodies such as asteroids, or
for the polar regions of the Moon.

Here we present a new approach to site selection based on the concept of computeraided discovery[1]. We use semi-automated tools which allow for quick exploration
of parameter space and data fusion across many types of data, and which also
enable higher-order analysis of site choices and assessment of regional site value.

We use a hypothetical rover mission to the near side of the Moon as our test case. The
data used for this study comes from various sources, including the Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter (LRO)[2,3], Lunar Prospector[4], and the Lunar Gravity Reconnaissance and Interior
Laboratory (GRAIL) mission[5]. Our computational pipeline is built on Python and the
Jupyterhub multi-user web framework[6].

Site analysis could also be improved by incorporating more types of data.
Geologic maps are a high-priority addition, as they would allow mission
planners to prioritize searches in particular terranes on bodies for which geologic
maps exist. The incorporation of climate and weather information and the
development of time-sensitive searches would further expand the scope of
this tool by enabling site selection in cases where a mission is best suited to a
particular season or orbital configuration.
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three example site selection analyses
each row in this figure represents a different way of fusing the same
datasets into a different combined site rank map. The differences between
these searches is most easily seen in higher-order analyses such as
Gaussian mixture models, which indicate regional site value.
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